BOTTLESAFE

BOTTLESAFE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Each Bottlesafe Pack comprises of 3 key component parts. The main outer case which will
transport your bottles and the two patented inner base & top fittings which will suspend your
bottle inside the outer case. Follow these simple instructions to ensure that your transit pack is
assembled correctly so that your products arrive at their destination safely.
Base Fitting

Hold the flat base fitting horizontally against yourself with both hands tucked under the fold in
the gap on either side of the fitting. Pull towards yourself so that the fitting springs upward to
create the stepped fitting above. Once this is formed gently snap along the perforation so that
the holes sit beside each other and form the base of the box.
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Make the bottom of the outer box up and secure the seam with suitable tape. Then insert the
base fitting so that the large star burst holes are facing upwards. Insert the corresponding
amount of wine bottles to your required configuration and proceed with assembling the top
fitting.
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Again, whilst holding the top fitting horizontally to yourself (patent reference pointing up).
Place one hand into the bottom section to gently separate the carton and fold down, pulling the
top part of the fitting towards you. Turn the fitting over and repeat with the top section,
separating the cardboard and folding it in towards yourself to create the top fitting as shown
below.
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Push the location tabs in
at the top of the fitting
and gently snap along
the perforation to form
the top fitting of the
box. Turn over and then
slide the top fitting over
the neck of the bottles
already in the outer
carton. Seal the top
flaps with tape as
appropriate.
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